
Classic Poker
This  game is  a  three deal  poker  program with traditional  poker  rules,  controlled by a  random
generator.

Playing the game
The BET button sets the actual value of the game. When this value changes, the rewards in the
reward table also change, according to the actual bet. The START button begins the first game. Five
new cards dealt and above the middle the 1st DEAL label appears. Simultaneously the actual bet is
deducted  from the  credit  and  the  following  labels  appearing  in  the  information  field:  HOLD
CARDS  –  SELECT  BET  –  PUSH  START  The  program  recognises  the  possible  winning
combinations and automatically holds the cards. With the five HOLD buttons the good cards can be
kept or the program selected ones deleted for the second deal. Pressing again the START the not
held cards exchanged. Above the middle card the 2nd DEAL label displayed and a new bet value is
deducted from the credit. If there is no winning combination from the actual deal, then this game is
ended. If there is a winning combination in the second deal, the player can ask a new deal with the
START button and in the price of a new bet to achieve a higher reward in the third round. For
example in the second round there is a “3 OF A KIND” reward, then only one appropriate card is
missing for a “POKER” prize. The BET button accepts the rewards in the first and second round,
after this the player can decide to double or credit it.  After the third deal it is not necessary to
accept, in this case only the doubling or the crediting is possible.



Bonus of 4
This bonus is represented by a magical number in the “BONUS 4 of” field, the default value is 5. To
achieve this bonus reward a winning combination of a poker from 5 is necessary. In this bonus
poker, the player wins the fivefold of the normal poker prize. After this reward the magical number
in the “BONUS 4 of” field changes to six and now this bonus triggered by a 6 poker winning
combination. The reward is sixfold of the poker prize. If this is won, then the magical number
changes to 7, 8, 9 and 10 in the “BONUS 4 of” field. In that case if the 10 bonus is won, the bonus
reward is tenfold of the poker prize and the magical number returns to five and the game continues
in this order.

Bonus of 3
The value of this bonus reward is in the last row of the reward table. It is calculated as follows: 3 x
magic number x BET. Next to right there are ten square fields with numbers and red arrows. The
“BONUS of 3” is winnable during the “3 of a kind” rewards with the magical number. After every
this  kind  of  bonus  the  highest  number  is  replaced  by a  red  arrow.  When  all  number  to  1  is
substituted by an arrow, then the bonus reward is multiplied by the magical number. Following this
raise of the reward, all of the red arrows are removed and in the square field the numbers from ten
to one appear again,  in a descending order.  This bonus is directly depending from the magical
number in the “BONUS 3 of” field, if the value of this number is ten, then the raised collected
reward of BONUS 3 is 3 x 10 x 10 x BET.



Doubling
During the doubling the cards are divided into two groups, according to the following: LOW –
HOLD2 A, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 HIGH – HOLD4 8, 9, 10, J, Q, K The player can risk the achieved reward in
double or nothing basis by guessing that the next draw card belongs to which group. The decision is
helped by displaying the previous five cards. If the guess was correct, the group is hit, the reward is
doubled, in the opposite case it is lost. The 7 card is not belonging to any group, so if it is the next
card, the reward is unchanged, and the player can continue with the doubling. Of course the player
can ask to credit the achieved prize and finish the process by pressing the START button at any
time.



Bets and reward multipliers
The lowest and highest limit of the selectable bet is adjustable by the operator.

High pair Bet × 2

Two pair Bet × 3

Three of a kind Bet × 5

Straight Bet × 7

Flush Bet × 9

Full house Bet × 12

Poker Bet × 40

Straight flush Bet × 120

Five of a kind Bet × 400

Royal flush Bet × 800

Bonus of 3 Bet × Bonus number × 3

Bonus of 4 Bet × Bonus number × 40


